THAT CLOSE TO YOU
John Prine

Intro: D, E, A, D, E, A, D, E, A, D, G, A

D              E                         A
LIKE A BOLT OF LIGHTNING, LIKE A BOLT OF THUNDER
D              E                         A
LIKE A CLOUDY DAY DOWN AT THE ZOO
D              E                         A
LIKE A DROWNING MAN THAT WILL NEVER GO UNDER
A                  G                   D
THAT CLOSE TO YOU, YEAH, THAT CLOSE TO YOU

F#M                                        G
IN THE MIDDLE OF THE NIGHT YOU'D ASK ME TO MAKE YOU SMILE
D                                   A
YOU'D COME ON LIKE A ONE ARMED CHILD WITH A HOLD IN IT'S SHOE, POOR YOU.
F#M                                          G
EVERYBODY OUGHTA KNOW IT ONLY HURTS YA FOR A LITTLE WHILE
G                D                                      A
SO STOP PUTTING YOURSELF ON TRIAL FOR SOMETHING YOU DIDN'T DO
A         A     A
NOT YOU....TO ME....CAN'T WE BE JUST LIKE..

D          E                        A
LOVERS AND MOTHERS AND BROTHERS AND SORROW
D             E                      A
CAN I FIND A LITTLE SOMETHING WITH A NICER VIEW
D             E                      A
I'M HATING TO PLEAD BUT I'M BEGGING TO BORROW
A                        D    G                   D
JUST TO BE THAT CLOSE TO YOU, YEAH, THAT CLOSE TO YOU
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